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The NEA Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) is an international committee made up of scientists 
and engineers. It was set,up in 1973 to develop and co-ordinate the activities of the Nuclear Energy Agency 
concerning the technical aspects of the design., construction and operation of nuclear installations insofar as they affect 
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SUMMARY 

This report, prepared by the task group "Degraded Core Cooling" (DCC) for the CSNI, 

summarizes the experimental and theoretical knowledge of -molten material relocation from a 

degraded core to the lower plenum of the reactor vessel under severe accident conditions. First, an 

overview of core melt progression is provided, emphasizing the connection with ultimate material 

transfer to the lower plenum. The initial core degradation processes from core uncovering to melting 

of the metallic materials are described, with reference to fuel damage experiments such as PBF-SFD, 

PHEBUS-SFD, ACRR DF and ST, and CORA.-The later stages of core melt progression are 

described, emphasizing the essential differences between relocation of metallic and ceramic materials. 

The nature of the crust formation and melt pool growth, leading to melt release to the lower plenum is 

discussed, with reference to melt progression experiment such as ACRR MP and PHEBUS FP, and 

•. the experience gained from the analysis of the TMI-2 accident. 

Thé different severe accident scenarios that could lead to core degradation and meltdown in a 

light water reactor (PWR or BWR) have been considered. Emphasis is placed on thermalrhydraulic 

boundary conditions of core melt progression, as determined by pre-core damage accident progression 

and possible later operator intervention. The severe accident scenarios are generally characterized by 

wet-core or dry-core conditions during core degradation and material relocation. According to the 

different core conditions, the potential for coherent or gradual melt relocation in PWR and BWR 

scenarios are discussed. Furthermore, emphasis is placed on boundary conditions relevant to modeling 

of physical processes involved in material relocation and debris material behavior in the lower 

plenum. 

The consequences of material movement to the lower plenum are summarized in order to 

highlight the potential to threaten the reactor pressure vessel integrity. The likelihood of a steam 

explosion and the energy release are discussed on the basis of the experience gained by the tests 

performed in facilities such as FARO, KROTOS, BETA and ALPHA. Description of the code models 

used to assess molten fuel/coolant interactions is out of the scope of this report. Different 
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mechanisms: penetration tube failure or ejection, global or local rupture, wall ablation by jet 

impingement that may result in vessel lower head failure have been considered. 

The models available in some main mechanistic (SCDAP/RELAP5, ICARE/CATHARE, 

ATHLET-CD/KESS) and integrated (MELCOR, MAAP4, ESCADRE) computer codes dealing with 

molten material relocation into lower plenum are described in this report. These models, which are 

empirical and simplified in nature, could benefit from further development. Some mechanistic models 

under development, dealing with the movement of molten material to the lower plenum, are also 

. described. Interesting features of these models will be examined in the framework of EU program on 

Nuclear Fission Safety (Investigation of Core Degradation project, (1996-1998) for implementation 

into severe accident codes ICARE2 and KESS. 

The overview of our current knowledge has pointed out the limited experimental data 

available concerning the movement of molten material from a degraded core into the lower plenum, 

which is reflected in the simplification of models incorporated in the present severe accident codes. 

In-core late phase model improvements are in progress on the basis of available data (PHEBUS FP, 

TMI-2, ACRR MP, etc.), and may provide enhanced capability for predicting conditions for the 

movement of molten material to the lower plenum, depending on the considered accident scenario and 

the specific plant under investigation. 

The analysis of chemical and thermal interactions between molten material and the core 

support and surrounding structures is needed, in order to identify the possible melt relocation 

pathways and characterize the melt jets. This work should be sustained by separate effect tests and 

should allow, us to develop code models able to define the proper boundary conditions for the analysis 

of the debris behavior in the lower plenum and thé lower head failure mode. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As emphasized in the TMI-2 accident, the transfer mode of molten material from the degraded 

core to the lower head of the vessel is an important factor in the evaluation of the in-vessel 

progression of a severe accident in nuclear reactors. The understanding of this phenomenon is very 

important with respect to the in-vessel debris cooling and vessel failure analyses. 

Early phase (metallic phase melting) and late phase (ceramic phase melting) core damage 

progression affect the initial conditions for material relocation. Metallic blockage formation in the 

lower core region, melt pool growth and crust failure behavior are important factors in determining 

the quantities., rate and mode of melt/material transfer to the lower head. Melt relocation process into 

the lower plenum may also depend on the differences in core damage conditions relevant to the type 

of nuclear reactor under examination. As occurred in the TMI-2 accident, the "wet-core" conditions 

enhance large molten pool formation with coherent molten mass relocation after crust failure; while 

gradual melt relocation may occur under "dry-core" conditions, although crust formation and failure 

could also occur under dry-core conditions. 

Depending on the scenario considered, molten material relocation into the lower plenum may 

occur from the lateral periphery of the core or from the core bottom. In both cases, the thermal-

mechanical attack of the melt on the surrounding metallic support structures (lower core plate, core 

baffle, barrel, etc.) should be taken into account. The degradation of these structures by ablation and 

melting may produce an enlarged pathway towards the lower head that may affect the rate of melt 

relocation and the metallic content of debris in the lower head. Furthermore, melt freezing in (small 

diameter) holes needs to be considered. 

Significant, amounts of molten material relocated to the lower head could directly threaten the 

vessel integrity by steam explosion due to melt interaction with the water still present in the vessel, or 

by jet impingement on the lower vessel wall. Metals such as zircaloy in the melt may enhance the " 

energy release in case of a steam explosion and the interaction of the melt jet on the vessel wall.. 

While there is a large number of experiments which address the early (mainly) and late phase 

core degradation and allow development and validation of code modeling, no significant experimental 

work has been done (except the Sandia XR tests) to investigate molten material relocation process to 

the lower head. The present knowledge is mainly based on the analysis of TMI-2 accident. Therefore, 

severe accident codes rely on empirical and simplified models for the evaluation of material 

relocation into the lower plenum. Some codes provide a reasonable description of the growth of the 

molten pool and fraction of core degraded, but the timing of relocation and so the mass involved are 

still very uncertain. 

This report summarizes the current state of knowledge of molten material relocation into the 

lower plenum, the main severe accident scenarios envisaged for both PWRs and BWRs, and boundary 

conditions. Consequences of movement of material to the lower head are considered with respect to 

the potential for reactor pressure vessel failure. The models available in the above mentioned 
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computer codes dealing with molten material relocation into the lower plenum are described. 
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2. CURRENT STATE OF KNOWLEDGE ON CORE MELT 
PROGRESSION AND TRANSFER OF CORE MATERIALS 
TO THE LOWER PLENUM 

2.1 Overview of Core Melt Progression 

This chapter provides 'a brief summary of the current state of knowledge concerning the 

processes of core melt progression and relocation of molten material into the lower plenum. This 

understanding is based on the results of nearly twenty years of research into severe accident 

phenomena and on the experience gained from analysis of the TMI-2 accident. An understanding of 

the core degradation process is' necessary in order to determine the initial conditions for many 

subsequent important phases of the accident, as will be emphasized in the following discussion. 

Fuel degradation begins after the coolant inventory in the reactor vessel falls below the top of 

the reactor core, Flowing steam, which is generated by boiling taking place in the still covered fuel 

region of the core, is initially sufficient to convectively cool the exposed fuel rods, but as the water 

level continues to drop, the flow of steam diminishes to the point that the heat removed by convective 

cooling is less than the decay, heat generation rate in the exposed fuel. At that point, the fuel rods 

begin to heat up and fuel degradation processes follow. The major core degradation processes that 

follow are listed in approximate chronological order: (1) steam oxidation of zircaloy cladding with 

hydrogen generation, (2) cladding failure by ballooning or by local perforation in a grid spacer 

location by eutectic interaction, leading to the gap release of fission products to the reactor coolant 

system, (3) failure of control rods (PWR) or blades (BWR) leading to relocation of molten control 

materials to lower cooler regions of the core, (4) melting of the metallic zircàloy cladding and in the 

case of BWR designs, of the channel .boxes, and relocation of these materials to the lower core .region, 

(5) release of noble and volatile fission product species (Xe, I, Cs, etc.) to the reactor coolant system 

(RCS), (6) degradation and melting of the ceramic fuel materials remaining in the upper hotter regions 

of the core, (7) release of lower volatile fission products (Sr, Ba, Ce, La, U, etc.) to the RCS, (8) 

formation of a high temperature ceramic molten pool, and (9) the migration of the molten fuel pool 

region to a core boundary where release of the material to the lower vessel region takes place. 

Each of the core degradation processes described above are affected in degree by variations in 

accident conditions (e.g. pressurized or depressurized conditions), and by the reactor type, PWR or 

BWR. The core melt progression processes determine the timing of core material/melt transfer to the 

lower vessel region as well as the total mass transferred, the rate of transfer, and the composition 

(metallic/ceramic) and temperature of the relocating materials. These conditions ultimately determine 

the conditions for subsequent accident progression behaviors, including (1) melt/coolant interactions 

in the water-filled lower plenum, (2) thermal and mechanical loading characteristics of the lower 

vessel head, (3) likelihood and manner of pressure vessel failure, (4) magnitude of containment 

pressurization in the event of a pressurized melt ejection, (5) melt/coolant interactions in the water-

filled reactor cavity, and (6) the degree of ex-vessel core/concrete interactions. The following 
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subsections emphasize important aspects of the various melt progression stages, and highlight the 

'experimental basis and remaining uncertainties in the current understanding. 

2.2 Early Phase Melt Progression and Separation of Metallic and Ceramic 
Materials 

The "early phase" of core degradation refers to the damage phenomena occurring between the 

time of initial fuel cladding damage, through the melting and relocation of the metallic zircaloy 

cladding. Our current knowledge concerning the early phase of core melt progression has been 

derived from numerous experimental programs such as PBF-SFD test [1], the ACRR DF and ST 

experiments [2], the PHEBUS-SFD [3], and the CORA tests [4] performed at FZK (formerly KFK). 

General behaviors determined from these experimental programs are as follows. As the exposed fuel 

in the upper part of the core heats above about 1000 K, the zircaloy cladding begins to oxidize in the 

flowing. steam, producing an outer oxide layer on the cladding and generating hydrogen in the 

process. In addition, the exothermic oxidation produces heat, which, in turn, results in an increase in 

the oxidation rate. Above -1500 to 1700 K, the heat generation from the oxidation becomes so great 

that exothermic reaction heat exceeds the decay heat; and the cladding heatup.rate increases from -1 

K/sto~10to20.K/s. • . ' . 

The first core component failure events occur during this transient- heating time period, and 

involve the control rods (PWR) or blades (BWR), and the inconel grid spacers. In the case of the 

PWR control rods, the general observations from experiments show that molten Ag-In-Cd control 

alloy is released at -1500 K when the stainless steel tube which contains the alloy fails due to eutectic 

interaction with the zircaloy guide tube. Occasionally however, the melt has been observed to be 

retained until the stainless steel tube reaches its melting temperature at -1700'K in instances where 

the casual contact between the steel tube and the guide tube is negligible. BWR control blades behave 

similarly, failing also at -1500 K due to a different eutectic interaction between the boron carbide 

control material and the stainless steel tubes of the control blade. Control rod or blade materials are ' 

thus the' first core components to melt or liquefy, and drain to the lower core regions. In the case of 

the BWR core design, the failure of the boron carbide/stainless steel control blades at -1500 K has 

also been shown to result in the destruction of the adjacent zircaloy channel box walls, again due to 

eutectic interaction [5,6]. The liquefied mixture of stainless steel and boron carbide slumping against 

the adjacent channel box walls results in the formation of an iron/zircaloy eutectic, and the subsequent 

liquefaction of the adjacent channel box walls. Following this event, the BWR fuel canisters are no 

longer "hydraulically" distinct from the inter-canister "bypass" region, and hence becomes more 

PWR-like in character. 

Another core component failure to occur during this time is the fuel rod cladding failure, 

owing to localized perforations from a material interaction between the inconel grid spacers in PWR 

core designs, or with the inconel springs, in the case of BWR zircaloy spacer grids, or owing to 

eutectic interaction with relocated control rod (PWR) or blade (BWR) material. The interaction is 

inhibited by the presence of oxide layers on the zircaloy cladding, and so the failure temperature is not 
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precise, but can be as low as -1200 K (it might be the first failure event). Release of the gap inventory 

of gaseous fission products subsequently occurs. 

By the time the fuel temperature exceeds 2000 K, the outer oxide layer on the cladding can be 

sufficiently thick so that when the underlying metallic zircaloy melts, the molten metal is retained in 

place by the oxide shell. This effect .is significant because at these temperatures (-2000 K), the 

oxidation rate is typically high enough to consume most, if not all, of the local steam supply, 

producing hydrogen proportionately. The effect is also quite important in determining the peak 

temperature attained by the local fuel. Since the oxidizing metal is the dominant local heat source, 

when the oxidizing metal finally does break out of the retaining outer oxide shell, the local fuel heatup 

rate decreases significantly. At this point, the oxidizing molten zircaloy drains to cooler lower regions 

of the core where freezing around, lower cooler rod stubs can occur, forming a lower core metallic 

blockage. The upper core region thus becomes depleted of metallic core components, and is 

comprised largely of ceramic fuel remnants and oxidized cladding shells. In this way, the metallic 

core components become spatially separated from the ceramic/oxide core materials.- Of course, this 

separation is not complete, and some metallic content remains with the oxide fuel due to "eutectic" 

interactions and wetting of the fuel material, and some of the oxidie fuel, material is carried 

downward, dissolved in the draining metallic materials. 

An exact understanding of the molten cladding release conditions (from the oxide shell) is hot 

quite in hand. However, the phenomenon is sometimes modeled parametrically in terms of an oxide 

temperature/thickness criterion such that a sufficiently-thick oxide layer can retain molten metal up to 

a certain temperature. Experimental evidence would suggest that the maximum oxide temperature in 

this treatment is on the order of 2400 to 2600 K. Much progress has also been made in characterizing 

the nature of the material interactions ("eutectic") operative in this melt progression regime. This 

includes characterization of zircaloy/U02 interaction (fuel dissolution by molten cladding), 

inconel/zircaloy interactions (grid spacer dissolution of cladding) and B^/stainless steer ' (BWR 

control blades) interaction. Incorporation of some of these phenomena into models for computer code 

implementation has been completed. The following section describes the general core degradation 

events taking place after the early phase metallic/ceramic material separation occurs.. 

2.3 Late Phase Melt Progression and Growth of Molten Pools 

The "late phase" of the in-core melt progression follows the initial separation of the metallic 

and ceramic core materials, and is characterized by the loss of rod-like geometry, the formation of a 

fuel debris region, the evolution of the fuel debris bed into a molten pool, and the migration of the 

periphery of the molten pool to a boundary core region (lower or radial), whereupon release of molten 

core material to the lower plenum can occur. In this period, the metallic core materials, having 

previously melted and relocated to the lower, cooler regions of the core, and refrozen there, do not 

participate significantly. The oxidic fuel remnants that remain in the upper core region are believed to 

gradually lose their rod-like geometry and pass through a rubble bed, or debris bed configuration as 

fuel melting temperature are approached. Evidence from the TMI-2 accident suggests that the 

reflooding attempts led to thermal shattering of the fuel rods, resulting in the .formation of a fuel 
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debris region [7]. Numerous fuel damage experiments beginning with intact fuel rods have 

'demonstrated the separation of metallic and ceramic phases, but have shown varying degrees of 

rubblization of the oxidic upper test bundle fuel rod remnants. The PBF 1-4 test [8] and the LOFT-FP-

2 [9] early phase fuel degradation experiments showed evidence of the formation of fuel debris and of 

subsequent melt pool formation towards the termination of these tests. Most recently, the PHEBUS 

FPT-0 and FPT-l experiments have shown evidence of molten pool formation- in the late phase of the 

tests. It has generally been presumed that in a full sized reactor core, the oxidic fuel rod remnants 

which are observed in the end state of small bundle tests, would not remain stable, and that collapse 

of the oxidic remnants would result in the formation of a ceramic-rich fuel debris overlying the 

previously relocated metallic materials, even if quench-induced thermal shattering events do not 

occur. The criteria for this loss of geometry are not established. 

The Melt Progression (MP) experiments [10], conducted at Sandia Laboratories, investigated 

melt progression behavior beginning with conditions typified by the end state of these early phase 

experiments in order to explore the continued melt progression behavior into the so-called "late 

phase". The initial geometry in the MP tests was that of a fuel debris bed (U02 with Zr02 cladding 

remnants) overlying a metallic (Zr-rich) lower blockage formed around an intact fuel rod array. The 

MP experiments provided information on fuel debris melting behavior leading to the formation of a 

molten pool, and the advancement of the pool/lower crust into intact fuel rod geometry. These tests 

confirmed the observation from the TMI-2 core that the melting of ceramic fuel materials will result 

in the formation of a peripheral solid crust region that acts to retain the inner molten materials. The 

MP tests showed (1) that the late phase core melt progression is characterized by a gradual migration 

of a peripheral ceramic crust that contains an inner molten fuel region, towards the boundaries (radial 

and lower) of the core, (2) that this peripheral crust is comprised of the inner molten pool materials 

and the surrounding core structures (principally ceramic), which are gradually consumed by the 

advancing pool crust, and (3) that the release of the contained molten materials will occur when the 

migration of the crust/pool region advances to a. boundary of the core where there is no significant 

thermal mass upon which to refreeze. The MP tests also showed that the previously melted and 

relocated metallic materials that form a lower blockage below the ceramic pool crust, have very little -

influence on the migration of the ceramic crust and the growth of the inner, molten fuel pool. In the 

MP-2 test, the underlying metallic crust was seen to melt and drain away' from the advancing ceramic 

crust. The principal "late phase" eutectic effect is the interaction between the urania fuel and the 

oxidized zirconia cladding remnants, which allows the fuel to become liquefied at -2800 K or even 

lower (there is no clear evidence of chemical interaction between U02 and Zr02), as opposed to the 

pure urania melting point of ~3100 K. 

2.4 Conditions Affecting Melt Progression 

Most of our current insights into core melt progression behavior have been developed where 

the core water level is presumed to gradually boil down in time so that water exists in the bottom of 

the core at the time that the core melt progression processes begin. The lower core water level 

provides cooling to the bottom of the core and thereby encourages the formation of lower core 
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blockages from the refreezing of draining core materials. The TMI-2 accident proceeded along this 

general melt progression pathway. 

Certain accident sequences may evolve differently, however, owing to the fact that, more 

likely in boiling water reactor (BWR) accidents, the vessel may be manually depressurized, resulting 

in a water level entirely below the core region prior to the beginning of core damage [11]. The Ex-

Reactor experiments [12] conducted at Sandia showed that under these conditions the draining 

metallic core materials (control blade melt and molten zircaloy) form temporary blockages in the core 

region that later re-melt and partially drain out of the core region. The experiments also showed that 

the draining control blade melt substantially, erodes the zircaloy channel boxes and partially floods the 

fueled interior region of the channel box. (The. single large-scale XR2-1 test was performed using a 

2000 K/m axial thermal, gradient, and did not include the effects of low level oxidation by steam. 

Conditions involving a lower value of the thermal gradient might lead to greater in-core blockage 

formation and less extensive draining of metals in the lower plenum: Additionally, the effect of low 

levels of steam (not present in the XR tests) could influence material wetting and interaction behavior, 

and subsequently affect blockage behavior as. well.) 

The results of these experiments have not, as of yet, been extensively analyzed nor the 

findings reflected in improved code models. It remains to be seen whether the tendency for the 

metallic materials to drain from the core region applies also to the ceramic fuel material. This depends 

largely on the lower core structural support that remains following the metallic melt draining phase. 

If the lower core region is sufficiently damaged and thermally loaded by the draining metals and the 

overlying fuel debris, then the formation of a core-region molten fuel pool, as was observed in TMI-2 

might not occur, and instead, fuel material may fall into the lower plenum through failures in the 

lower core/core-plate region. The internal design will influence this behavior. 

Recent NRC studies, (NUREG/CR-6109, May 1995 and NUREG-1570, March 1998), have 

shown that in. pressurized water reactor (PWR) severe accidents the natural circulation in the reactor 

vessel and throughout the system might results in delay of the formation of a molten pool until the 

water level is below the active fuel, in essence, a dry core. However, convective and radiative heat 

transfer would produce a molten pool within a crust under such conditions. Thus a coherent mass 

relocation due to crust failure rnay be more likely under these conditions than the gradual or draining 

melt relocation. The coherent relocation may most probably be a partial draining of the melt pool due 

to a side crust failure. 

According to the above discussion, two main scenarios - "coherent" and "gradual" - related to 

core melt relocation into the vessel lower plenum might be identified. The coupling between pre-core-

damage accident progression and core melt relocation is examined, in particular, in the following 

subsections. 

2.4.1 Coherent Melt Relocation 
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Upon certain conditions, melt relocation down from the core could occur relatively 

coherently. The first condition is that core melting would lead to the formation of a large melt pool in 

the core. Secondly, the melt relocation path would have to provide uninterrupted release of most of 

the melt during the same relocation phase. The duration of the relocation time period would depend 

on several factors, such as the mass of melt involved, the release site location, and the melt flow area. 

As occurred in the TMI-2 accident, the "wet-core" conditions could promote a large melt pool 

formation in the core. If there were still water in the lower parts of the core, when the core starts to 

melt, the lower parts of the Gore would be cooler and thereby enhance melt solidification and crust 

formation. In this context, one also has to acknowledge that during the TMI-2 accident the core never 

became totally dry. The melt relocation was limited (though quite massive), and it took place after the 

recovery of. coolant injection into the core. The TMI-2 accident highlighted the influence of operator 

intervention and, in addition, showed that intermediate (not completely gradual nor coherent) 

.scenarios are possible, too. Some-reservations have to be made due to uncertainties associated with 

the relocation phenomena and the influence of different core designs (compare Western PWR designs 

and the VVER-440 design, for example). 

2.4.2 Gradual Melt Relocation 

Core melting is a gradual process, involving first melting of metals, formation of eutectics, 

and, finally, melting of oxidic core components. The core behavior can include both temporal and 

spatial variations, as melting time depends on the time of dryout, the local fuel power level, the 

availability of steam for metal oxidation, and the downward relocation of already molten core 

material. Thus, if there are no thermal or mechanical factors causing melt retention in the.lower parts 

of the core, the melt relocation down from the core can proceed gradually. 

The gradual melt relocation, scenario is considered to be more likely for BWRs under "dry-

core" conditions (see subsection 3.1.2). The potential for early relocation of metallic melt is larger 

due to the steel-made control rod structures; and the low level of steam reduces the effects of metal 

oxidation (higher melting temperatures typical for oxides, heat generation by zirconium oxidation). 

Gradual melt relocation could be potentially relevant also to some PWR designs, perhaps 

most importantly to the Russian VVER-440 design with large steel-made control assemblies in the 

core. This example highlights the importance of plant-specific design features, which could concern 

both melt relocation paths and potential relocation initiators (failure of core support structures due to 

high temperature, for example). 

2.5 Factors Governing Release of Materials from Core to Lower Plenum 

Virtually no experimental work has been done to investigate the nature of fuel material 

transfer from the core region to the lower plenum, principally due to the difficulty of addressing this 

technical area. The TMI-2 accident, which proceeded under wet-core conditions, involved the 
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formation of a large molten pool in the core region that was ultimately released to the lower plenum 

through a breach in the side wall of the pool crust that had grown to the radial core periphery. 

Because of the bowl-shape of the pool crust, the breach occurred at the top of melt pool (which 

reached the core boundary first) and complete drainage of the pool did not occur. The natural 

isotherms established by the radial and axial heat loss characteristics of the core lead to a bowl-

shaped crust. Also, variations in the axial and radial decay power profile between different accident 

conditions have an effect the proximity of the bounding crusts (lower and radial) with the core 

periphery. . . 

Since many analyses predict that thé quantity of fuel that relocated to the lower plenum of the 

TMI-2 vessel should have resulted in failure of the vessel (which did not fail), it appears clear that the 

mass of material thafis released to the lower vessel region, and the nature of the contact with the 

lower vessel wall is of first order importance in determining the future course of the accident. Had the 

pool crust failure location been located at the bottom of the melt pool, then complete drainage of the 

melt pool woujd have occurred, and the likelihood of failure of the vessel would have been 

considerably greater. The TMI-2'core melt progression was significantly affected by the presence of 

water in the lower core region. The lower core water level would likely preclude the downward 

migration of the pool crust to the lower core boundary. Additionally, once natural convection is 

established in the molten pool, the largest heat flux will occur near the upper radial pool crust region, 

thereby favoring a breach point at this location. 

While not complete, our understanding of melt progression processes of the early and late 

phase within the reactor core region is sufficient to predict (admittedly with some uncertainty) the 

composition, size'and temperature of the in-core molten fuel pool (the melt superheat is an uncertain 

parameter). Our ability to predict the release of core materials to the lower plenum is, in comparison, 

much less certain. Analytical models, such as those in SCDAP/RELAP5, developed to predict the 

release of this material to the lower plenum, can not be fully assessed due to lack of data. 

Experimental information concerning the interaction between the peripheral pool crust and the outer 

structures (core baffle, barrel, etc.) would be useful in assessing models which describe the pool 

release event. The degree of enlargement by ablation (by draining melt) of ail initially small 

peripheral breach is important in determining the rate of melt transfer (hole size) and thé total quantity 

of material to drain (hole elevation). Without such information, parametric or probabilistic approaches 

to this stage of melt progression should be taken. 

For the ablation of structures, an extensive experimental program took place in Winfrith with 

U0 2 - Mo mixtures (erosion of holes). There are now fairly good models for hole ablation - so if the 

melt superheat and the thermo-physical properties of the melt are known, reasonable predictions in 

this area can be made. Flow freezing can also be predicted fairly well (PLUGM code is still useful -

modified for entrance/roughness effects). Two main experimental programs were conducted by 

CEA/Grenobl'e to investigate melt freezing onto structures: 

- GEYSER using pure U02 into 55 tubes of 4 mm diameter, in order to understand the physics of fuel 

freezing in Fast Breeder Severe Accidents (conduction vs. bulk freezing). 
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- SIGELCO using low melting point material (tin, Hitec, etc.) into tubes and bundles (axial or radial 

'direction). In this program, the influence of the superficial melting of the wall on the stability of the 

melt solid crust has been also studied. 

CEA has also developed some modeling for melt freezing: the BUCOGEL code, and a model for the 

interfacial heat transfer coefficient between the melt and the wall, which is the governing parameter. 

The molten jet break up by structures has been investigated in the AIRBUS- program performed in 

Cadarache by the CEA (water jet break up on structures). 

Considerably less attention has been focused on "dry-core" melt progression scenarios. 

Evidence from the XR2-1 experiment shows that without water in the lower core region, the 

relocating metallic materials tend to drain from the core region. While some of the oxidic fuel 

material may behave similarly by falling through local failures in the lower core plate caused by the 

earlier relocation of the metallic core components, it is not clear that the entire core can relocate to the 

lower plenum in this fashion. Fuel sintering arid fusion by interaction with zircaloy will prevent the 

fuel from draining in a fluid-like manner through small openings in the core plate, and in the case of 

the BWR, the array of control drive tubes provides a uniform support to the core. Most models of the 

process, however, attribute support to the core plate, so that in effect, when the core plate fails, all 

core material above the core plate is assumed to relocate to the lower plenum. As with the side-wall 

breach release mode of fuel material to the lower plenum associated with "wet core" scenarios, the 

bottom failure transfer mode for the fuel material has not been explored experimentally, although the 

Ex-Reactor experiments provide the initial conditions for this stage in the melt progression. 

2.6 Current Deficiency in our Understanding 

Much has been learned concerning core melt, progression behavior as a result of the many 

experimental and theoretical research programs that have been carried out to date. Uncertainties with 

aspects of these processes, nevertheless remain. Some of the more significant remaining uncertainties 

are discussed below. One relates to the specific Criteria describing the ability of the cladding oxide 

layer to retain underlying molten metallic zircaloy and the conditions affecting the release of the melt 

from the fuel pin. This is often, treated parametrically in codes by means of a temperature/oxide 

thickness criteria where a sufficiently thick cladding oxide layer is allowed to retain the underlying 

molten metal, providing the temperature is below a failure threshold. The temperature threshold used 

in the parametric model has a strong influence on peak temperatures predicted during an oxidation 

excursion, and on the timing of the hydrogen generated. Another often parametrically treated event is 

the transition from rod geometry to debris. The criteria established in some codes.to describe this 

transition are not fully verified, and may depend on the degree of core burnup. Additionally, the 

effects of core reflooding or core spray injection on core fragmentation and enhanced hydrogen 

generation are poorly understood. Other important uncertainties are associated with the behavior of 

irradiated fuel. Virtually all of our knowledge in, severe fuel damage and core melt progression is 

based on observations from fresh-fueled experiments. However, observations from the ACRR ST [13] 

experiments suggested that irradiated fuel may exhibit lower temperature thresholds for slumping and 

melting, and may under certain conditions foam or swell. The PHEBUS-FP program currently 
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underway in France will provide additional experimental evidence in the area of irradiated fuel effects 

(the recent FPT1 test has evidenced differences between the degradation of fresh and irradiated fuel 

rods). Melt progression behavior under conditions of air ingress, as would be associated with a 

shutdown accident during refueling, is another little studied area where uncertainties remain. The fact 

that the only data available on the physical process of core material release and transfer to the lower 

plenum is from the TMI-2 accident, limits the ability to thoroughly assess models describing these 

processes.' 

The configuration of a molten pool located in the core or in the lower head is characterized by 

uncertainties regarding the interaction between the corium and.structures. These interactions are 

dependent on the thermodynamic characteristics of the corium; in particular the separation between 

metallic and bxidic phases and the segregation between solid and liquid phases. Main uncertainties 

are associated with the thermodynamic properties of the corium and the difficulty to evaluate the 

composition of the corium. This area could be covered by experiments using prototypical corium. 

Furthermore, there are large uncertainties regarding the structure of the crusts. 
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3. ACCIDENT SEQUENCES 

This chapter considers the variety of accident types and sequences that could lead to core 

degradation and meltdown in a LWR (only PWRs and BWRs are examined here). More importantly, 

the potential influence on core melt relocation characteristics is discussed. The main emphasis is 

given to thermal-hydraulic boundary conditions of core melt progression, as determined by pre-core-

damage accident progression and possible later operator intervention (recovery of coolant injection, in 

particular). 

For the different parts of this chapter (typical accident sequences, etc.) one could refer to the 

available PSA reports that include Level 2 analyses (NURÉG-1150, German Risk Study, etc.). 

3.1 Severe Accident Sequences 

A core meltdown accident could be initiated, for example, by the following events: 

• Plant transient leading to a turbine trip and .reactor scram; 

• L.OCA (loss-of-coolant accident) with RCS leakage into containment; 

• SGTR (steam generator tube rupture) in a PWR leading to a containment bypass; 

• Interfacing-systems LOCA leading to a containment bypass; and 

• ATWS (anticipated transient without scram). 

In the following two subsections, PWRs and BWRs are discussed separately, because the most likely 

accident sequences (i.e., those with the highest.estimated frequency) depend on the type of reactor. It. 

also should be noted that the features of a specific plant design may be significantly different from 

• other, principally similar, reactors. Such details are out of the scope of this report. Furthermore, only 

accidents initiated under normal power operation are discussed. 

3.1.1 PWR 

Most PWR accident sequences lead to a gradual core dryout process, in which the core ,is 

uncovered due to coolant boiloff (i.e., as decay heat is being transferred from the wetted part of active 

fuel). If the primary system is depressurized prior to core degradation, the accumulator injection keeps 

the core covered with water and a later core dryout proceeds gradually after that. The decay power 

level depends on the time difference between reactor shutdown and core uncovery. 

The above-described core dryout conditions are often characterized as so-called "wet-core" 

conditions. In a PWR, one could think of few exceptions where the core dryout were not that gradual. 

For instance, if the primary system leaked (LOCA) through the vessel lower head (concerning reactor 

designs with lower head penetrations), the core could become completely dry before core degradation 

would begin. Another scenario could be the failure of accumulator injection in case of primary system 
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depressurization. The frequency of such accidents (in combination with a total loss of core cooling), 

however, is .typically estimated to be extremely low. 

After the onset of core degradation, the core conditions could be affected by operator 

intervention or the consequences of core melting itself. The former one could lead to a recovery of 

core cooling systems and a subsequent reflooding of the degraded core. As demonstrated by the TMI-

2 accident, such actions could have a major influence on core melting and relocation. Core melting, 

on the other hand, could also influence thermal-hydraulic conditions in the primary system. Hot gases 

generated in the core could lead to structural (piping, etc.) or equipment (valve) failures, which could 

result in primary system depressurization (should the primary system be under pressure at this point). 

Melt relocation from the core, in turn, could cause failure of the lower head penetrations and a 

subsequent, discharge of the in-vessel coolant inventory (even prior to complete core meltdown). 

The above examples are given only to illustrate that the thermal-hydraulic boundary 

conditions during a core meltdown may suddenly change. The significance of such scenarios depends, 

above all, on the plant design under consideration (including specific severe accident issues and 

management strategies). . 

Adetailed description of sequences leading to core melt is presented in ref. [14]. In that CSNI 

report, the plants are considered to be operating at full power at the time when the accident occurs.' 

Eight PSAs from six different countries were examined to identify initiating events with a 

contribution to core melt frequency of about 0.5%. The above initiating events were than combined 

with hypothetical failures of individual safety system to produce a matrix of 180 sequences of which 

32 were determined to ultimately lead to core melt. Each sequence was subdivided into 3-4 "Plant 

State Intervals", which were described by plant parameters. As expected, different accident sequences 

contain identical plant state intervals. These were then grouped into "Generic Plant State Intervals". 

To all plant state intervals, accident management measures suitable to prevent core melt were 

identified. 

The above methodology which was developed for PWRs with U-tube steam generators is 

equally applicable to PWRs with once-through steam generators, to VVERs as well as to BWRs. 

3.1.2 BWR 

The core uncovery in a BWR could proceed fast enough to effect "dry-core" conditions at the 

time of core degradation. If all core cooling systems are lost in a BWR (a station blackout sequence, 

for example), the RCS is depressurized prior to core degradation. In some BWR designs, the 

depressurization function is automatic, while others rely on manual operator actions according to the 

emergency operating .procedures. Typically, the pressure relief is designed to be actuated 

approximately at the time when the water level in the core drops to 2/3 of the core height. The 

depressurization-induced coolant flashing provides steam cooling of the core until eventually the 

system is fully depressurized, by which time the core is completely dried out (i.e., the water level 

drops below the core bottom). 
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There are some exceptions to the "dry-core" BWR scenario. First of all, the primary system 

depressurization could occur earlier if the pressure relief were due to a relatively large leakage from 

the RCS steam space (a large break in the steam lines). The loss of core cooling systems, on the other 

hand, might occur late in the accident due to problems related to coolant circulation from the 

condensation pool (strainer clogging, etc.) for example. If the RCS were already depressurized at this 

point, the in-core coolant would be boiled off gradually and the core melting could begin under "wet-

core" conditions. 

The changes of the thermal-hydraulic conditions in the RCS, as discussed for PWRs in the 

previous subsection, apply here as well. The significance of later operator intervention or 

consequences of the core melting process itself should be considered, plant-specifically, for BWR 

melt progression. . - . . : • 
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4. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR CORE MATERIALS 
MOVEMENT INTO THE LOWER PLENUM 

4.1 Materials Relocation Model 

This chapter describes the boundary conditions for relocation of the core debris into the lower 

plenum and subsequent interaction with the reactor pressure vessel internal structures, lower head, 

and water that may be present in the reactor vessel during a severe accident. The geometrical and 

thermal hydraulic boundary conditions are described for molten material relocation into the lower 

plenum pursuant to the scenarios envisaged in Chapter 3 for PWRs and BWRs. Mainly, geometrical 

boundary conditions are considered in order to identify the possible mélt relocation pathways through 

the core periphery, as was the case for the TMI-2 accident [15], or the core bottom. Considerations are 

given, to geometry of the internal structures such as core baffle, former plates, barrel or shroud 

surrounding the core, and-core support plate, flow skirt,, core stop, radial support, tie plates, flow 

distributors and instrumentation guide tubes, in the lower .plenum. The presence of holes in these 

structures may constitute a preferential way for.the melt to relocate to the lower plenum and 

consequently characterize the melt jets by their size and the number. Possible ablation and-perforation 

of the structures by the melt can be considered as a potential pathway for melt relocation. Thermal 

hydraulic boundary conditions that define the m-vessel conditions during melt relocation should be 

assessed by computer codes on the basis of the accident scenario, under consideration accounting for 

possible operator recovery actions such as core reflooding from below or spraying from above. The 

applicable boundary conditions should provide consistent treatment of debris interactions starting 

with relocation from the core, fragmentation of some, or all of the debris, quenching and oxidation of 

the particulate, and accumulation in the reactor vessel lower plenum in the presence of structures. 

Once the molten pool crust in the core has been breached, the molten debris may drain from 

the core into the lower plenum. The duration and the process of melt relocation will vary according to 

the location of the debris crust breach, the hole ablation rate, the water availability around.the breach,, 

and the presence of various structures in the core periphery and in the lower plenum. As discussed in 

section 2.4, the relocation may take the form of either a coherent pouring as in the "wet-core" 

conditions of most PWR sequences, or a gradual flow of melt as in the "dry-core" conditions of most 

BWR sequences. In the descriptions that follow, emphasis will be placed on the relocation into the 

"wet-plenum" since it represents a more general case of debris quenching during relocation. The "dry-

plenum" situation will rule out the heat transfer from the debris to water and any associated chemical 

reaction. Instead, the gradually draining molten material will make direct contact with the structures 

and the lower head itself and may start to chemically and thermally react with the structure material. 

Note, however, that most often than not the lower plenum will not be dry when melt relocates 

initially. There will be water below the lower core plate that will dry out in time due to release of 

sensible and latent heat, stored heat, and decay heat from the melt that relocates there. 
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4 . 2 Boundary Conditions for Materials Movement 

4.2.1 Breach of the Debris Crust in the Core 

Failure of the debris crust in the core would allow the molten material to relocate into 

the lower region of the reactor vessel. Potential crust failure mechanisms [16] may be: 

1) thermal melt-through of the crust by natural convective heat transfer driven by decay 
heating, 

2) thermal/mechanical stress failure due to temperature and pressure differences across the crust 
layer, 

3) postulated crust failure due to a mechanical impulse load caused by initial relocation(s) leading . 
to a steam explosion, and 

4) eutectic interaction between the crust material and the interior material. 

The fourth mechanism has considerable uncertainties because of difficulties in precisely determining 

the material compositions in the molten, and solidified debris. An highly simplistic modeling for the 

first two failure mechanisms, which could be used as a way of "landmarking" one possible trigger for 

melt relocation, is described below: 

When a molten pool has been created in the core, the localized collapse of the molten pool 

crust depends on the crust thickness which surrounds the melt. The functional expression to describe 

the strength may be the Larson-Miller parameter which relates the applied stress to the time to rapture 

for a given average crust temperature. Numerous investigations for U0 2 fuel have shown that the 

material is susceptible to creep. The stress can be related to the depth of molten material accumulated 

and the available area for resisting this applied load. The bending stress may be used to evaluate 

failure of the side crust, while the shear'stress may be adopted for failure of the bottom crust. The 

other variable to be evaluated is the average crust temperature. Typically this value would be 

.determined by the temperatures of the overlying melt and'the material below. Hence; this can be ' 

approximated by heat conduction through the crust to the material below. 

We know virtually nothing about the structure of the crust - its behavior is likely to be 

determined in part by the distribution of porosity (it may have formed by engulfing intact rods). We 

know from TMI-2 that there were apparently large variations in crust thickness. The ACE Project is 

attempting to get some crust data from the MACE experiments - but these include concrete 

decomposition oxides. 

4.2.2 Geometrical Boundary Conditions 

The molten material may flow from the core region in three possible modes' [17]: 

1) narrow discontinuous streams distributed over the duration of the core meltdown, or, once the 

molten pool crust has been breached, . - ' . 

2) à narrow continuous pour over a period of fractions of minutes to several minutes, or 
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3) a relatively massive, coherent pour occupying a few tens of seconds or less, depending on the 

failure area growth. 

The third mode may be broken up by the core peripheral and support structures and bottom-head-entry 

control rod guide tubes (as in BWRs) and the instrumentation thimble guides (as in PWRs). The 

timing of the discharge may be related to the mode of relocation and to the degree of core melting. 

Thus, if a large amount of core is molten at the onset of discharge, a massive relocation can take place 

(mode 3). On the other hand, if only a small fraction is molten, or the crust failure area is small or at 

the core periphery,- a smaller, gradual relocation may result (modes 1 and 2). If the relocation takes 

place alongside the core periphery depleted in water, the molten jet may candle down the core 

boundary structure wall partly freezing on the surface and partly ablating the structure. The solidified 

debris may partially hold up the progression of the remaining melt through the annular gap. 

The design of the core periphery and bottom structures and the lower reactor vessel internal 

structures will-strongly influence core debris interactions during movement into the lower plenum. In 

a PWR vessel, the core peripheral structures include the core baffle or shroud, former or radial 

support, and the core barrel. The fue.1 assembly bottom nozzle and lower core plate are the lower 

boundary for the core region. The lower plenum internal structures consist of bottom support plates, 

which support the fuel assemblies through the support column, and flow distributors, which regulate 

the core inlet flow. Both the support'plates and. flow distributors have holes 4 cm to 20 cm in 

diameter. Core debris discharging from the core will pass through these holes before entering the 

lower plenum. Many PWRs have bottom-entry instrument penetration nozzles, while some PWRs do 

not have any penetrations in the lower head. Internal structures in a BWR are the core shroud, shroud 

support, core support, fuel support, and control rod guide tubes. The BWR core provides an additional 

pathway for relocation in "the cruciform bypass channel formed by the fuel channel boxes or canisters 

if they remain intact. The core bottom structure comprises the lower tie plate and the nosepiece. The 

core plate is made of stainless steel and has about 550 holes 30 cm in diameter. The BWR lower 

plenum is deeper and contains more structures than the PWR vessel. Thus the BWR lower plenum 

geometry will tend to produce small diameter multiple jets, partly enhancing debris jet quenching and' 

fragmentation and partly aiding debris freezing on the guide tube surface. BWRs have about 185 

control rod drive mechanism assemblies and 55 instrument guide tube penetrations through the lower 

head. These penetrations are held in place by Inconel-to-stainless steel welds at the inner surface of 

the lower head. The most important penetration in a BWR lower head is the drain line, which is 

typically a few centimeters in diameter, and likely to affect the debris configuration near the bottom

most part of the vessel. 

Core debris relocation into the lower head may involve a coherent mixture of a large fraction 

of the core inventory with water in the lower plenum. However, a gradual, rate-limited relocation of 

the debris may also result from a local breach of a crust formed in the core region. Moreover, the 

presence of structures containing flow paths of varying sizes may intercept and redirect the melt 

streams or rivulets. These structures' geometric configuration and thermal/mechanical conditions will 

determine the size and the number of molten jets draining down to the lower plenum. The flow paths 

themselves will vary in size and configuration due to possible freezing and remelting of the heat 

generating debris on the surface of the structures. 
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The volume versus height relationships in the lower plenum can be computed for the outer 

tube bundle region, inner tubes, and open plenum after the structures have melted and collapsed. 

These relations will determine the effective heights in the lower plenum for the primary system water, 

total debris, oxidic debris, metal layer, and particle bed, respectively, for a given lower plenum 

volume. 

The close-packed control rod guide tube 

. geometry in a BWR lower plenum will tend to 

increase the number of the melt jets with 

smaller diameters and effectuate more 

fragmentation and consequent quenching and 

possible oxidation of remaining metallic 

material during relocation than in a PWR 

plenum. The bundle geometry will also tend to 

restrict both the debris jet and crust formation 

on the tube surface, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

[18]. Nucleate boiling may be possible inside 

the guide tubes, and when the w^ter boils off, 

cooling • is terminated resulting in potential 

degradation of the tube wall in the presence of 

the high temperature debris bed. The 

conduction heat transfer from the embedded 

crust to the tube wall may be weighted per 

nodal surface area and temperature. 

4.2.3 Thermal Hydraulic Boundary Conditions 

Thermal hydraulic ' boundary conditions should, be assessed to determine the in-vessel 

conditions for melt relocation utilizing mechanistic codes, such as SCDAP/RELAP5, ATHLET-CD, 

ICARE/CATHARE, for accident sequences in consideration. In particular, the system pressure, water 

and steam inventory in the core, and. the surrounding heat sink and gas temperatures should be 

evaluated taking into account possible operator recovery actions. The recovery actions may include 

injection or spray into the reactor vessel to effect in-vessel cooling and/or flooding the reactor cavity 

from the outside to provide external cooling of the reactor vessel when this strategy is deemed 

possible. In addition, flow blockage versus streaming, and natural circulation in the primary system 

during core melting will affect the core heatup, debris oxidation, melt progression and subsequent 

relocation to the lower plenum. The potential failure of the primary system piping (e.g. LOCA in 

general and the hot leg or surge line creep rupture in PWRs) will also alter the course of the accident 

progression due to system depressurization accompanied by discharge of steam and water through the 

break. The system pressure and water level may determine whether the melt progression will be a 

Fig. 1 
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coherent relocation or gradual relocation. The distribution of molten and frozen core material will set 

the time and location of breach of the debris crust so that the molten material may drain down and/or 

sidev/ays to the lower plenum. The breach location and subsequent ablation, which in turn depend on 

the melt mass and internal energy being convected through natural circulation within the pool, will set 

the initial conditions for material movement to the lower plenum. 

Because of the structures between the core and the lower plenum, the most likely 

configuration for debris entry into the water would be small diameter pour streams. These streams or 

jets would undergo breakup when flowing through water. The rate at which the jets disintegrate 

influences the steam generation rate and hydrogen-production, debris bed coolability, reactor vessel 

lower head thermal and pressure load, creep and potential failure. If the water depth is shallow where 

the debris jet enters the lower plenum, some fraction of the molten debris within the pour stream may 

not,be fragmented. Rather, it will accumulate as a non-particulate coherent layer. On the other hand, 

that portion of the jet that is broken up will become frozen particles of fairly large characteristic size 

in the range of 1-5 mm or larger [14]. 

The initial diameter of the debris jet is somewhat uncertain. The jet diameter dictates the 

entrainment, and hence, the resultant steaming and to a limited extent the hydrogen generation in the 

lower plenum water. This jet diameter is likely to be determined by the size of holes in the structure 

below the reactor core, i.e. core plate, diffuser plate, etc. The debris particle size has a minor 

influence on the fraction of Zr oxidation. Typically, the particles are expected to be several 

millimeters or centimeters [14]. 
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5. CONSEQUENCES OF MATERIAL MOVEMENT 
TO THE LOWER PLENUM 

This report is concerned with the movement of material to the lower plenum. It is important 

that those involved with modeling this movement are able to put their work in context. In other words 

they need to understand what the important parameters are in determining whether or not the vessel 

fails and to what accuracy the mass, the temperature and the composition of the material need to be 

known. In this section we assume that material has arrived in the lower plenum and summarize the 

consequences. 

The-first question that needs to be-answered is whether or notthere is a steam explosion. On 

its own this has the potential to fail the vessel'. If there is no steam explosion thé molten material can 

attack the-lower head; whether or not the vessel then fails depends not only on the mass composition 

of debris material itself but also on whether or not water is present, on the internal pressure, and on 

the particular design of the reactor. We consider steam explosions first. 

5.1 . Interaction with Coolant 

5.1.1 Steam Explosions 

The term "steam explosion", defined by The Steam Explosion Review Group .(SERG, 1985) 

[19] refers to a phenomenon in which molten fuel rapidly fragments and transfers its energy to the 

coolant resulting in steam generation, shock waves and possible mechanical damage. To result in a 

significant safety concern the interaction must be rapid and involve a large fraction of the core mass. 

"Rapid" is normally, understood as being in the order of milliseconds. If common experimental 

efficiencies are used then much of the core mass would be required and this lowers the probability of 

failure-to almost zero. But many conservative studies assume higher efficiencies and lower melt 

masses. If such events were to take place within the reactor pressure vessel missiles could be 

generated which might penetrate the containment and allow early release of fission products to the. 

environment.. In the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) this mode of containment failure was 

denoted by the symbol alpha. 

The objective of the 1985 SERG review was to estimate the containment failure probability 

following core melt, and most members of the review board .estimated the failure probability to be low 

although the range of their estimates varied widely - from 0 to 0.1. Our interest is not in overall 

probability of failure but in how this probability is affected by the initial conditions. Here again there 

was no agreement on the validity of specific models of phenomena. 

Following the 1985 review progress has been made. The current understanding on the issue 

was formulated by a second Steam Explosion Review (SERG2, 1996) summarized.by Basu and 

Ginsberg [20]. In that review, the experts concluded, with a majority consensus, that the alpha-mode 

failure issue was resolved from a risk perspective, meaning that this mode of failure is of very low 
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probability, that it is of little or no risk significance to the overall risk from a nuclear power plant, and 

'that any further reduction in residual uncertainties is not'likely to change the probability in an 

appreciable manner. A number of experiments have now been performed where real core material has 

been dropped into water and a number of computer models have been developed that have led to an 

increased understanding of the governing processes. 

Although vapor explosion events have been observed in tests with simulant materials such as 

aluminium, iron and their oxides in facilities such as KROTOS at the Joint Research Centre Ispra, 

BETA at Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe and ALPHA in Japan and even in tests with uranium dioxide 

and steel at Sandia National Laboratories and uranium dioxide and molybdenum at Winfrith, U.K., 

they have never been observed when a mixture more typical of that to be expected in a reactor (mostly 

molten uranium dioxide and zirconia) has been used. The high melting temperature of such a mixture 

makes such experiments difficult, and it is only at Ispra with the FARO and KROTOS tests that they 

have been tried. Although the non-occurrence-Of a steam explosion in these tests is definitely positive 

for reactor safety, it would be premature to use this as proof that such an event could never happen. 

There are indications that the mass of material in the KROTOS tests may be too small. 

Fletcher [21] analyzed the Sandia tests and concluded that a mass of 4 kg was required to trigger an 

explosion, and this threshold value may be material dependent. .The FARO facility is more 

representative in terms of mass. Hohmann et al [22] describe various experiments where quantities of 

up to 150 kg of molten U02-Zf02-Zr mixtures have been dropped into various depths of water. 

Experiments have been carried out at ambient pressures between 50 and 5 bars. However, the mass is 

only one of the parameters which may have an effect on steam explosion triggering (probably not the 

most important). Other possible parameters are the melt temperature and superheat, the melt physical 

propertieSj the void fraction, the pressure, and the hydrogen generation. 

Codes have made considerable progress in modeling experiments and have been used in a 

number of reactor calculations (AP600, ABWR, CE System 80+, Loviisa, Swedish BWRs, Swiss 

plants, and BWRs with Mark-I containment). But analyst do not yet have complete faith in the 

accuracy of these calculations. Turland and Dobson's state of the art report [23] on molten fuel-

coolant interactions reported that there is no generally-accepted model for triggering, and that 

propagation in tin-water system is easier in the laboratory than the original escalation models 

predicted (two explanations, which are not mutually exclusive, have been proposed to explain this 

situation, namely disequilibrium in the coolant and a significant contribution from thermal 

fragmentation). Validation of codes for molten fuel coolant interactions is at an early stage and need 

to be completed. 

The energy of the explosion obviously depends on the amount of material involved in the 

explosion, but the uncertainties involved in the modeling make it difficult to determine firstly how 

much of the 'available material actually takes part in the explosion and secondly how the likelihood of 

an explosion is affected by the mass, composition, temperature and rate of pour of' the relocating 

material. A number of indications are: 
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1) The likelihood is dependent on the morphology of the melt. The ALPHA experiments described 

by Yamano et al [24] used a dispersion device that split the jet into droplets. Initial conclusions 

were that this lowered the probability of an explosion, but later experiments showed higher 

explosive yields when a dispersive device was used. 

2) Higher pressure makes triggering more difficult but the explosive yield may be higher. 

3) Model calculations reported by Turland et al [25] indicate that spontaneous triggering becomes 

. more difficult at higher melt temperatures. • . . • 

4) The time window for an explosion is small. An analysis by Turland et al of the Sizewell B PWR 

showed that settled melt does not contribute significantly to a steam' explosion. Therefore, a 

relatively fast rate of pour to the lower head favors a steam explosion. Conversely, if we can 

guarantee a slow rate of pour, then only a small fraction of the melt is vulnerable to a steam 

explosion at any one time, and we can practically rule out the failure of reactor pressure vessel 

due to a steam explosion. ' 

5) Our understanding of the influence of material composition on the likelihood of a steam 

explosions is incomplete. Nevertheless SERG2 thought it more difficult to trigger explosions in 

.prototypic melts containing U02 than it is with simulant materials. 

6) The chemical augmentation of an explosion by the presence of metals such as Zircaloy in the melt 

is possible. 

5.1.2 Quenching 

Unless of course there is a steam explosion, water in the lower, plenum is generally beneficial 

because it breaks up and cools the jet of molten core material. Modeling these phenomena is difficult -

as yet there is no validated model for these phenomena. Codes such as THIRMAL and TEXAS obtain 

different. results, and TEXAS requires some tuning to model FARO.-Many other codes (e.g. 

COMETA, MC3D, 1FCI, etc.) as valuable as THIRMAL and TEXAS have been developed to assess 

molten fuel/coolant interactions. The ongoing international standard problem on FARO (ISP-39) may 

helpto identify some of the differences in the models. • 

A detailed treatment of molten fuel/coolant interaction processes and relative code models 

will be done in a later CSNI work. Also, indications on the future of codes and on the needs to 

understand the quenching process, which is an important part of the molten material relocation to the 

lower head (initial conditions), will be given. The same applies for the future and needs for 

quenching, mixing and steam explosion experiments. 

Rempe et al [26] performed a number of calculations using the THIRMAL code for four 

different reactor designs (General Electric, Babcock and Wilcox, Westinghouse and Combustion 

Engineering) and found that the results were sensitive to the jet conditions (superheat, composition, 

diameter) as well as the water depth and subcooling. In certain cases the jet was completely broken up 

and there was no jet impingement at all. Increasing the water depth, increasing the subcooling and 
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increasing the metal content of the melt all had a significant impact on reducing the impingement and 

increasing the fraction of the melt that settled on the lower head as frozen particles or a debris bed. 

Broughton et al's 1989 summary [7] of the TMI-2 scenario reported that the size of particles 

varied widely, ranging from less than a few centimeters in diameter near the center of the vessel to 

larger rocklike pieces ten to thirty centimeters across near the vessel wall. 

Examinations of these rocklike samples taken from the surface of this debris bed revealed 

randomly rough exterior particle surfaces. The microstructures of the samples were typical of cast 

multicomponent materials, i.e. rounded grains with additional phases in the grain boundaries. The 

primary grains generally appeared to be a single-phase material, as would be expected if a UO2-Zr02 

solid solution was rapidly cooled from the liquid state. 

Quenching in the TMI-2 apcident has been studied by many authors. The Epstein and Fauske 

analysis [27] indicated that both the character of the debris .bed collected on the bottom of the reactor 

pressure vessel and the recorded system pressure response are more consistent with a melt 

jet/subcooled water than a melt jet/saturated water interaction. The latter would have led to steam 

generation rates which are too high compared to analyses of TMI-2 records. Nevertheless, FARO tests 

with saturated water indicate substantial jet breakup. A more direct comparison of the effects of water 

subcooling may be possible from examination of the KROTQS data. • • . . ' ' 

Stickler et al's 1994 analysis [28] of margin to failure in the TMI-2 vessel examined 

quenching in the TMI-2 accident using the TEXAS code. Although it is recognized that about 19,000 

kg relocated to the lower head, the timing and speed of the relocation can bë estimated with some 

uncertainty. Therefore, a number of calculations.were run analyzing different melt mass flow rates 

(from 300 to 1000' kg/s) into both saturated and subcooled conditions. These calculations revealed 

that although melt relocation times of less than one minute maximized quenching, the total mass 

breakup was insignificant compared to the total mass in all cases. Therefore, it-was assumed that in 

TMI-2 the molten corium arrived in the lower plenum as a jet. 

A Useful indication about the effect of metal in the melt comes from FARO tests L-l 1 and L-

14. In these tests molten material was dropped into water at an ambient pressure of 50 bars. These 

were broadly similar except that L-l 1 had a Zircaloy content of 4.0w/o. In L-l 1 both the break-up of 

the melt and the magnitude of the pressure increase were higher and this is interpreted as being due to 

the metallic content. 

Test 

composition 

metallic content 

L-14 

80%UO2.20%ZrO2 

0 

L-l l 

77%U0219%Zr02 

4.1 w/0Zr 

molten mass on bottom plate 

mass disintegrated 

maximum pressure rise (bars) 

15% 

85% 

28 

0% 

100% 

51 (before relief valve opened) 
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melt mass (kg) 

mean size of fragments (mm) • 

125 

4.8 

151 

3.5 

Even though a definitive scenario describing the movement of molten material to the lower 

head during the TMI-2 accident and the formation of a localized hot spot on the lower head cannot be 

determined, Speis [29] concluded that evidence pointed to a molten jet slumping into the subcooled 

water in the lower head and disintegrating to form of a coolable debris bed on the lower head. The 

debris layer containing primarily ceramic and some metallic material insulated the lower head from 

the co-present debris above it. The hot spot formed in a location' where this layer had, insufficient 

thickness to provide sufficient insulation. 

5.2 Interaction with Lower Head 

Five rriain mechanisms whereby lower head failure could occur were identified in Rempe et 

al's 1993 study.. 

1) penetration tube heat-up and failure . 

2) penetration tube ejection 

3) lower head global rupture 

4) lower head local rupture 

5) ablation of the vessel by jet impingement 

The consequences and probability of each of these depend both on the reactor design and on 

the precise accident' sequence. Among the parameters that have a significant influence on the 

mechanical load onto the lower head, such as the composition and mass'of molten material in contact, 

with the lower head, is the specific decay heat of the mass, a function not only of the original fuel 

composition and the core burnup, but also of release and relocation processes for the fission products 

contributing most to the self-heating. The release of mostly noncbndensable and volatile fission' 

products during the degradation process reduce significantly the decay heat source of the relocated 

debris. 

The CORVIS (Corium Reactor Vessel Interaction Studies) program performed at PSI 

(Switzerland) is an experimental and analytical program aim at investigating possible failure modes of 

LWR pressure vessel during a core melt accident. In the experiments, the response of the RPV lower 

head structures to the attack of molten corium is simulated with RPV models and non-radioactive melt 

substitutes. The experiments are performed at atmospheric pressure. The measurements provide 

qualitative insights into the phenomena dominating the process of melt through of the lower head. The 

experiments provide data on: (1) temperature history of the lower head structures at the time of 

contact with hot melt, (2) deformation of the structures at high temperatures caused by heating up, (3) 

behavior and influence of lower head penetrations and instrument tube inserts, i.e. melting of a 
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penetration, solidification of the melt inside or outside of a tube below the RPV, (4) location and time 

'of lower head failure, and (5) rate and constitution of the mblt'discharging from the failed RPV. 

Many other research programs are underway to investigate the molten material interaction 

with the lower head such as: the OECD sponsored RASPLAV project, the Sandia LFH experiments, 

and the European Communities sponsored MVI project. 

5.2.1 Penetration Tube Heat-Up and Failure 

If a tube or nozzle penetrates the lower head, and if this tube is broken "or melted, then melt 

can enter the failed tube and travel through the tube outside the vessel boundary. According to Rempe 

et al, the two questions to be answered are: 

1) At what temperature will the debris melt the tube and thus allow molten material to enter it? 

2) How far will the molten material travel before it freezes? 

Calculations assuming the worst case, perfect contact between debris and the tube, show that a debris 

temperature in excess of 1600 K would melt the tubes. Stickler et al [28] summarized the TMI results. 

Using a "modified bulk-freezing" model calibrated with these measurements' they found that only 

debris with a high metallic content, and thus a.low melting point, could penetrate outside the vessel. 

Ceramic material would have frozen beforehand. Examination of the nozzles showing little metallic 

debris explains the absence of penetration. 

5.2.2 Ejection of a Lower Head Penetration Tube 

An alternative mode of failure occurs when debris melts the welds of the penetration tube and 

the pressure difference between the vessel and the-atmosphere causes the tube to be ejected. Rempe et 

al [26] found that at high pressure, penetration tube ejection required the inner wall of the pressure 

vessel to be hotter than the temperature at which global vessel failure would occur. At lower pressures 

the failure temperatures were similar. 

5.2.3 Lower Head Global Rupture 

Rempe et al studied the response of the vessel to a number of debris configurations. A set of 

thermal calculations convinced them that the ratio of the temperature, To, on the outside of the vessel 

to the temperature, Ti, on the inside was constant throughout an accident. This ratio To/Ti varied 

between 0.94 for a metallic debris to 0.73 in a PWR to 0.63 for a molten pool in a BWR. Using this 

ratio they performed structural calculations to determine failure maps for a range of inner 

temperatures, Ti, and system pressures. 

The analysis of Wolf et al [15] on the' TMI-vessel using a best-estimate temperature 

distribution within the vessel indicated that the vessel should have failed after 1.7 hours. Clearly it did 

not, and this must have been due to the debris cooling faster than had been estimated. The only way 
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that the analysts could match the fast cooling rates observed in metallurgical examinations was to 

postulate a coolant flow in a small gap between the debris and the vessel surface. 

Wolfs analysis started with a molten pool and has difficulty in explaining the hot spot. More 

sophisticated analyses require some consideration of material morphology. The material at the bottom 

of the TMI-2 lower head is cohesive with particulate above, but FARO experiments indicate that such 

cohesive materials may have considerable porosity that allows ingress of coolant. The hot spot in the 

vessel is believed to have formed when later, less porous, material arrived that could not be penetrated 

by water. There has been speculation that deformation of a vessel wall in the region of the hot spot 

could open up a gap between the thick debris crust and the vessel wall allowing coolant to reach the 

inner, surface of the vessel. However, there is no direct evidence that the pressure vessel wall 

deformed in' this way during the TMI-2 accident'. 

Calculations by Eisert and Gruner [30] using temperatures deduced by metallurgical 

examination, show deformation but no vessel failure. 

In order to provide data to improve modeling of creep-for RPVs during a severe accident, a 

number of experiments are underway at Sandia National Laboratories. The lower head failure (LFH) 

experiments use electrically heated 1/5 .scale models of the lower head to investigate creep behavior. 

Early results indicate that large strains are associated, with failure. In those cases Larson-Miller 

correlations reasonably predict timing of vessel failure. Vessels with penetrations fail prematurely 

around the weld due to the large strain associated with the vessel deformation. 

In fact, given that steam explosions are beginning to look unlikely to fail the reactor pressure 

• vessel, lower head failure is the most likely event that would cause a breach of the vessel. It is 

. therefore of utmost concern to determine whether the fast debris cooling deduced in TMI-2 was due to 

a set of fortunate circumstances or whether all accidents would proceed in this way. 

5.2.4 Localized Vessel Failure 

Stickler et al [28] performed calculations on the margin to failure in TMI-2. They checked' 

whether a local hot spot could cause local vessel failure by performing structural calculations with a 

hot spot and two different background temperature distributions. The authors concluded that, in the 

worst case, the presence of a hot spot could reduce failure time from 1.9 to 1.5 hours. However if 

most of the vessel is relatively cool, more "benign" calculations indicate that the vessel is capable of 

surviving local hot-spots. 

5.2.5 Jet Impingement 

Cronenberg and Tolman [31] produced a conservative calculation for TMI-2 on the erosion of 

the lower head by an impinging jet without consideration of interaction with the water and found that 

20,000 kg of molten material relocating in 75 seconds would ablate 12.7 mm out of the total thickness 
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of 140 mm. However, ablation of the TMI-2 lower head was not observed. • Many experiments, 

' including the Ispra BLOKKER experiments [32], have been performed. These experiments showed 

that the potential for jet erosion is limited by the formation of a crust on the vessel surface and the 

formation of molten pools with relatively large depth to jet-diameter ratios. Important parameters for 

predicting the vessel behavior include jet temperature and velocity, melt composition, jet incidence 

angle, and ratio of decay heat to the surface area of the lower head in contact with he melt. 

It might have been assumed that the local hot spot, that was deduced from metallurgical 

examinations of.the TMI-2 vessel during defueling, was supporting evidence for an impinging jet. 

These indicated that the inner surface of the vessel steel reached a peak temperature of nearly 1100 K 

for a period as long as 30 minutes prior to being cooled. But calculations reported by Speis [29] 

indicate that the magnitude and duration of the estimated hot spot temperatures could not have been 

caused by an impinging melt jet. Instead these were due to a sustained heat load from debris on the 

lower head. Stickler et al [28] calculated the TMÎ-2 vessel wall was below the solidus temperature on 

contact so a crust formed immediately. 

This does not mean .that the risk from jet impingement can be dismissed altogether. Long slow 

pours and vapor blanketing would contribute to an increase of local heat transfer to the vessel. 

An experimental program has been performed at the Royal Institute of Technology (RIT) in 

Sweden using a simple test apparatus in which experiments were performed with: 

1. water at different temperatures representing the melt and the ice or salt-ice plates representing 

the vessel wall, 

2. molten salt as melt and tin and cerrobend plates as vessel wall, and 

3. molten oxide mixture as melt ahd-Al plate as vessel wall. 

Significant understanding of the jet impingement issue has been achieved. Heat transfer correlations 

for the melt jets have been defined, which can be employed to assess the consequences of jet 

impingement for prototypic conditions. Some estimates on the potential for vessel failure were made. 

It was found that for a given melt volume, thin, jets are of greater concern for vessel failure, since they 

impinge for a longer time than thick jets. However, the thin jets are likely to'break up and not be of 

concern for sustained ablation. In general, it is believed that jet impingement may be of some concern; 

however, with water present in the lower head, the probability of vessel failure is very small. 
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6. REVIEW OF CODE MODELS 

The relocation of melt marks a significant step in the progression of core degradation. During 

the early phases of core melt progression, melt from the fuel and absorber rods makes its way into the 

lower core regions, eventually refreezing and forming local blockages or even localized molten pools 

primarily within the original core boundaries [33]. In the later phases of core melt progression, 

remelting of previously relocated and solidified core materials, molten pool growth and subsequent 

crust failure mechanisms may lead to. renewed, extended melt relocation of in particular ceramic 

materials from the original core boundaries via different pathways into the lower plenum and the 

lower head [34]. 

During the early phases of core melt progression, the original rod-like core.configuration 

remains relatively'unchanged; with core material redistributions principally being limited to localized 

core regions. The later phases are characterized by significant redistributions of core materials in 

extended core regions involving porous debris bed, molten pool, as well as void regions. With respect 

to late phase melt relocation processes, the loss of the rod-like core geometry involves phenomena 

such as: • 

• gravity induced axial relocation of melt along the outside surfaces of core components, 

• gravity and capillary induced melt movement inside porous debris beds, 

• • gravity induced radial relocation or leveling of melt layers on top of blockages, 

• surface melting and slumping of core component remnants surrounding cavities, 

• melt jet. or droplet impingement on molten pool or solid structure surfaces. 

These phenomena, may significantly influence the course of a severe accident. Gravity induced axial 

melt relocation along the outside surfaces of core components neglecting capillary effects is generally 

modeled as a candling process in severe fuel damage (SFD) codes. 

Candling reflects a typical early phase melt relocation phenomenon which.is reasonably well 

understood. The modeling is characterized by a large variety of approaches from detailed mechanistic 

to simply integrated (thermally controlled) ones. The candling models are generally based on the 

assumption of a particular, constant relocation velocity and a typical mode of melt relocation, i.e. a 

certain number of either rivulets (ATHLET-CD [35], ICARE2 [36], KESS-III [37], MELCOR [38]) or 

droplets (SCDAP/RELAP5 [39]). These models can be subdivided into three groups [33]. In the first 

one, an effective conductivity (including effects from melt-to-crust heat transfer and the crust thermal 

conductivity) governs the total heat transfer from the relocating melt to the rod (ATHLET-CD, KESS-

III, MELCOR). In the second, a thermal shock front propagation into the surface of the rod determines 

the total heat transferred from the melt (ICARE2); and in the third, both effects are taken into account 

(SGDAP/RELAP5). In general, the respective modeling seems to be appropriate, with the detailed 

models providing a basis to check the simpler ones. Further model improvement is expected to result 

from better material data [33], e.g. solidus temperature, viscosity, and state of oxidation. 
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Regarding relevant SFD code models for late phase melt relocation phenomena, the relatively 

small experimental data base is reflected by the state of the art in modeling (ICARE2, KESS-III, 

MELCOR, and SCDAP/RELAP5). The relevant SFD code models for late phase behavior may be 

subdivided into two categories: (a) behavior of core materials resting in a certain specified 

configuration (e.g. debris bed heatup, dry-out, melt formation and relocation through the debris bed 

pores) and (b) transition from one configuration to another (e,g. molten pool crust failure and 

subsequent melt relocation into the lower plenum). Relevant melt relocation models of the first 

category are fairly well mechanistically based, i.e. approaches for gravity and capillary induced melt 

•relocation inside porous debris beds are available in some codes (ICARE2 [40], KESS-III [41], 

SCDAP/RELAP5 [39]). In these models, molten corium which forms inside.the porous debris bed 

during heatup is assumed to flow through the pores according to Darcy's law involving gravity, 

friction and capillary forces. Main parameters governing melt relocation inside the debris bed are the 

relative permeability which is introduced to account for the presence of three different phases (solid, 

liquid, gaseous), the capillary pressure, and the fraction of porosity occupied by molten corium, 

generally referred to as the saturation. The residual saturation is defined as the threshold value of 

saturation below which bulk liquid motion ceases. When the saturation is less than this critical value, 

melt pockets are trapped between the solid debris bed particles by surface tension effects. Melt" 

relocation inside the debris bed starts when the saturation is increased to a point above the residual 

saturation, where pockets of trapped melt touch and coalesce. Li the code models, empirically derived 

correlations are generally applied to account for the relative permeability, the capillary pressure, and 

the-residual saturation [42]. Heat exchange between flowing molten corium and debris leading to 

refreezing processes as well as heat exchange between debris and- flowing gas is considered using 

empirical correlations for heat transfer in porous media [34]. 

SFD code models for the transition from one configuration to another are almost thoroughly 

of parametric nature [33], partially with simple, user defined process criteria, e.g. determining the 

leveling of melt layers accumulating on top of metallic or ceramic blockages, the slumping of molten 

materials through cavities, the formation of in-core debris beds caused by downward relocation of 

declad fuel pellets and embrittled oxidized cladding shards, failure' of crusts surrounding in-core 

molten pools, or molten corium relocation into the lower plenum and the lower head via different 

• pathways. Apart from these parametric SFD code models that provide a basis for. bounding 

calculations, mechanistically based codes are under development to support the analysis and 

identification of the governing mechanisms of particular processes. 

One feature of the relocation models that is worth noting is the dependence, or otherwise, on 

the space and time discretizations. Simple test problems indicate that -a high spatial resolution is 

necessary to make accurate predictions for flow freezing (much higher spatial resolution than is 

required to get reasonable results for the oxidation transient). In addition the size of a spatial node 

may determine where and when a blockage is predicted to form. From the time resolution side, it is 

not obvious that two streams of material released in successive time-steps will behave in a similar 

manner to the same amount of material released in a larger time-step. 
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The analysis exercise for the TMI-2 accident promoted by the CSNI of OECD/NEA [43] 

pointed out that most of the severe accident codes were not able, at that time (1992), to investigate the 

phase 4 of the accident that resulted in large amount of material relocation (-20 tons) from the core 

region to the lower head through the core bypass zone. Since that time, code development has been 

under way (and is still in progress) in order to improve the code modeling for the evaluation of 

material relocation into the lower plenum. In the following sections, the late phase core slumping 

models available (and future model improvements) in some major mechanistic codes, 

SCDAP/RELAP5, ICARE/CATHARE and ATHLET-CD/KESS, and integrated codes, MELCOR, 

MAAP4 and ESCADRE, are described as well as some more mechanistic models under development. 

This chapter is devoted to large SFD codes - mechanistic and integral codes. Much other 

developmental work is performed for modeling of separate effects in the frame of core degradation 

processes and molten fuel-coolant interaction (see Chapter.5). 

6.1 SCDAP/RELAP5 

The SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3.2 code [45] is the current version of SCDAP/RELAP5 code 

which is being developed at Idaho National Engineering Laboratories (USA) for severe accident 

transient analysis in the primary coolant system of. light water reactors. The 

SÇDAP/RELAP5/MOD3.2 code is able to calculate in-vessel core melt progression phenomena from 

the initial core uncovery through RPV failure for both current generation plants and advanced light 

water reactor designs. During the early phase of a severe accident, the core heat-up will cause the core 

configuration to change from rod-like geometry to debris bed. The heatup and the progression of 

• melting in the debris region lead to a formation of molten pool supported and contained by non-

. porous debris. Natural convection is modeled at the pool boundary. The rate of spreading of molten 

material through porous debris is calculated by the code to determine the growth and location of the 

molten pool. The change in temperature of the molten pool and the amount of molten material is 

calculated by the code,, along with the thickness of the crust which sustains the molten material. 

Slumping of material from a molten pool in the core region to the lower head of reactor vessel, 

is considered on the basis of three different events: (1) melting of the vertically oriented crust at the 

periphery of the core that was containing the molten pool and keeping it from slumping into the core 

by-pass region; (2) failure of the crust due to stresses caused by differential pressure across the crust, 

if the molten pool is already spread to the periphery of core; (3) propagation of the pool to the 

elevation of the bottom of the core. In all events that cause slumping of the molten pool, the molten 

pool is considered to drain down to where its top surface is at the elevation of the crust failure. 

However, a user option may be selected that results in the entire molten pool draining to lower head. 

The effect of uncertainty on the crust failure criteria can be evaluated through sensitivity studies. 

The degree of interaction of the slumping material with the water is also defined by the code 

user. If no interaction is defined, the material is assumed to fall as an intact stream without energy 

transfer from the slumping material to water. The slumped material that accumulates in the lower 

head is considered to have no porosity. If a complete interaction between slumping material and water 
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is defined, then the slumping material is assumed to break-up into small particles and transfer all of its 

"internal energy to water. The transfer-of internal energy from the slumping material to water may 

cause a large amount of vapor generation and may significantly increase the pressure in the reactor 

vessel. In this case, the extent of break-up is a function of the void fraction of the coolant in the lower 

plenum. 

Late phase model improvements, recommended by the Independent Peer Review [44], have 

been implemented into SCDAP/RELAP5/MOD3.2 [45]. MOD3.2 model improvements include: (1) 

debris bed formation, heating and melting; (2) molten pool natural convection heat transfer; (3) 

ceramic crust formation and mechanical failure; (4) interactions between melt and core surrounding 

shroud; and (5) upper plenum structure- melting and relocation. The improved crust failure models 

will account for the thermal and structural behavior of the crusts surrounding the molten pool. For 

. example; as may have occurred in the TMI-2 accident, even though the molten pool crust may reach 

thermal equilibrium and a stable thickness, variations in system pressure and other external conditions 

can lead to a structural failure of the crust. Additional improvements to late phase models will be 

implemented in a future version of the code. 

6.2 ICARE/CATHARE 

The ICARE/CATHARE code is being developed at the "Institut de Protection et de Surétè 

Nucléaire" (IPSN). The stand-alone ICARE2 code [36], which is developed at Cadarache in the 

framework of the PHEBUS program, is especially devoted to compute in a mechanistic way the 

degradation of a LWR core from its intact geometry up to the appearance of a debris bed evolving into 

a molten pool. The ICARE2 V2 Mod2 is the current version of the code. During the early degradation 

phase, eutectic interactions involving control rod and. fuel rod materials are computed by the code, 

and the meltdown and refreezing of a metallic mixture is calculated by solving a momentum equation. 

Debris bed and molten pool models are available in the code, but criteria for transition from rod-like 

geometry to debris bed are not yet defined and implemented in the code. The heat exchange between 

the molten pool and neighboring structures is computed by classical natural convection correlations 

taking into account the crust thermal resistance and the lateral heat flux distribution. 

A new V3 ModO version of ICARE2 under development will compute the transition to debris 

bed and will include improved models for molten pool formation and behavior [46]. The 2-D natural 

convection molten pool model calculates the thickness of the lateral boundary layer and the local heat 

transfer coefficient along the lateral pool boundary by solving the mass and energy transport 

equations. 

The coupling of ICARE2 with the two-phase' flow thermal-hydraulic CATHARE2 code 

(primary circuit thermal-hydraulic advanced code developed by CEA/EDF/FRAMATOME since 

1980) is in progress [47]. The ICARE/CATHARE V0 code (expected release in middle 1998) will be 

able to compute the LOCA phase and the degradation in the core region including the lower plate. 

Late degradation phase models will be available in ICARE2 V3 modO to analyze the massive corium 

relocation in the core by-pass and the thermochemical'behavior of the core plates. 
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Further development of ICARE/CATHARE (VI version release expected in 2000) will allow 

it to perform the whole LWR severe accident sequence calculation from the starting LOCA phase, 

through the severe accident phase, up to the timing of rupture of the lower head, including possible 

reflooding of the damaged core. ICARE2 late phase models will include: (1) modeling of the corium 

crusts and crust integrity analysis considering the mass and heat exchange with the inner pool 

(freezing or melting or chemical dissolution) and surrounding structures, and the mechanical stability 

of the crust; (2) analysis of interaction between corium and structures; (3) mechanistic modeling of 

the massive relocation of corium considering the' radial spreading through fuel rod bundles, the 

candling in the core by-pass and the spreading onto the lower head; (4) analysis of the jet 

impingement on the lower head; (5) analysis of the fuel-coolant interaction in the lower plenum (jet 

fragmentation and generation of a debris bed).> 

Development of ICARE2 late phase models for the. evaluation of movement of material to the 

lower head is also in progress within the "Investigation of Core Degradation" project under the Fourth 

EU Framework Programme (1996-1998) on Nuclear Fission Safety. 

6.3 ÀTHLET-CD/KESS 

The ATHLET-CD Code. (Analysis of Thermal Hydraulics of Leaks and Transients-Core 

Degradation) is being developed by GRS Garching in cooperation with IKE Stuttgart for analyses of 

severe accidents involving core degradation phenomena [35]. In ATHLÈT-CD, the thermal hydraulic 

models of the ATHLET code are supplemented by selected models of the KESS-III code, which is 

being developed at IKE Stuttgart, addressing physical and chemical phenomena associated with core 

heat-up, melt formation and relocation, debris bed behavior as well as fission product release from the 

degraded core [34,37,41,48]. 

Regarding early phase core melt progression, ATHLET-CD treats relevant chemical 

interactions between fuel and absorber rod materials leading to melt formation by using, parabolic rate 

equations. Subsequent relocation and blockage formation of the resulting metallic or ceramic melts 

along the outside cladding surfaces is modeled by means of a candling model. Rivulet type of flow is 

described using a wetting factor. Refreezing/remelting processes and oxidation of metallic melt 

compounds are taken into account. 

Regarding core melt progression during the later phases of severe accident sequences, the 

model MESOCO-2D (MElting and Solidification of COre material) is currently being implemented 

into the KESS-ffl and ATHLET-CD codes. MESOCO-2D addresses melting, gravity and capillary 

induced two-dimensional melt .relocation as well as melt conglomeration and molten pool formation 

inside a degrading core including debris bed type configurations. Melting and solidification is 

modeled according to the binary U02-Zr02 equilibrium phase diagram, providing the relevant solidus 

and liquidus temperatures as well as the concentrations of the melting and freezing material. 

MESOCO-2D is based on a two-dimensional quasi continuum approach. This treatment of melt 

relocation, refreezing, melt pool formation and crust failure based on volume averaged conservation 
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equations is reasonable for the later phases of core melt progression, when extended ceramic melting 

and melt relocation takes place throughout the whole core. 

Further developments of ATHLET-CD and KESS-III will address more detailed modeling of 

configurations in a degrading core and transitions between them, metallic and ceramic melting and 

melt behavior, relocation of melt from the core region into the lower head of the RPV via different 

pathways, melt jet fragmentation in the water filled lower head (IKEJET), relocation of the resulting 

drops in the coolant with continued interaction and subsequent formation of a debris bed (IKEMIX), 

and behavior of debris beds in contact "with the RPV wall involving boil-off, dryout and melting 

processes (WABE-2D + MESOCO-2D). In addition, the modeling is being extended to include 

quenching, long term coolability and retention of the core material within the RPV in each phase of 

the core degradation, and melt relocation process. After.testing and implementation of these models in 

KESS-III, they will be implemented into the ATHLET-CD code. 

6.4 MELCOR 

MELCOR is a fully integrated computer code (developed at Sandia National Laboratories for 

the U.S.'NRC) that models the progression of severe accidents in LWRs. The current version of the 

code is. MELCOR 1.8.4 [38]. 

MELCOR contains a number of physics packages or modules which model all essential 

phenomena and plant features. Either BWR or PWR systems may be modeled. The MELCOR core 

(COR) package calculate the thermal response of the core and lower plenum internal structures. The 

core and lower plenum regions of the reactor vessel are divided into a user-specified number of 

concentric radial rings and axial segments that define the core cells. One or more intact structures 

(fuel, cladding, control rod, etc.) or particulate debris are modeled inside the cells. 

The core degradation model calculates the liquefaction of intact structures caused by eutectic 

. reactions and dissolution processes within the core cells. Molten portions of intact structures are 

transferred to the conglomerate debris associated with the structure. Molten materials are relocated 

downward by the candling model, and intact components are converted to debris if various debris 

formation criteria are met. Relocation. of particulate debris downward by gravitational settling is 

modeled by logical processes (instead of rate processes) through consideration of volume, porosity 

and support constraints. Gravitational leveling of molten pools and debris, bed across the core rings is 

calculated with a user adjustable time constant. Whenever mass is relocated or debris formed, 

material energies in the new or changed component are rë-evaluated and the temperature updated to 

maintain thermal equilibrium, and any relevant geometric variables are recalculated to reflect the 

change in geometry. • 

Failure of the core plate (or any steel structures providing support) due to decreasing yield 

strength at higher temperatures is triggered whenever the steel temperature in a cell reaches a user-
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specified failure temperature or by a user-defined control function. The relocated core materials may 

eventually collect in the lower head if all intermediate barriers (e.g. lower core plate) fail. 

The falling-debris quench heat transfer to liquid water pools may be calculated (through a 

user-specified quench heat transfer coefficient), when failure of the core support plate triggers the 

relocation of hot debris from the core region to the lower plenum. If the falling-debris quench heat 

transfer is' deactivated, the debris is assumed to relocate instantaneously from the core region to a 

dried-out debris bed in the lower plenum with an overlying pool of water if present. 

MELCOR Version 1.8.4 was released in July 1997. This new version contains many code 

improvements including the capability to maintain fuel integrity based on the thickness and 

temperature of zirconium and zirconium oxide, modeling of TMI-type core'blockage, and detailed 

modeling of the lower plenum. ' • • 

6.5 MAAP4 

The MAAP4 (Modular Accident Analysis Program Version 4) is a computer code [49] 

developed by Fauske & Associates, Inc. (USA) to simulate the response of light water reactor power 

plants (PWRs or BWRs) during severe accident sequences, including actions taken as part of accident 

management. The code quantitatively predict the evolution of a severe accident starting from full 

power conditions given a set of system faults and initiating events through events such as core melt, 

reactor vessel failure, and containment failure. The MAAP4 melt progression models [18,50,51]. 

calculate core boiloff and recovery,- hydrogen generation, natural circulation flows, radiative and 

cohvective heat transfer within and from the core, molten pool and .crust dynamics, and relocation of 

core materials into the lower plenum. 

The downward relocation of molten material is calculated according to a combination of the 

external film flow and internal pipe flow. When the cylindrical fuel rods do not contact each other, 

the melt flow will follow the film flow mechanism. Otherwise, the melt relocation obeys the internal 

pipe flow pattern. A frozen crust grows from the cold wall surface outward into the liquid. As the co're 

further heats up and collapses, the debris dynamics model develops an impenetrable crust region and a 

molten pool with the accompanying enhanced heat and mass transfer. The melt progression models 

create a periphery of crust-like nodes in the colder region potentially surrounding the molten debris 

pool. The outermost and top nodes can develop side and top crusts thereby representing the freezing 

of molten debris in these regions due to heat losses to the core former and baffle plates as well as 

upward to the gas and upper plenum structures. A failure criterion which can be controlled by the user 

is utilized to determine the potential to breach this side crust. 
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Channel collapse is defined to occur when, in some core node or channel, the creep as 

determined by the correlation exceeds the user-input collapse criteria. Collapse of the whole core is 

defined when the core mass goes below a user-specified percentage of the original mass. At this time, 

the remainder of the core is dumped to the lower plenum in one time step. This is a crude simulation 

,of core support degradation after substantial debris relocation has taken place down to the lower 

plenum. 

Once.core damage has occurred, the molten debris may drain from the core into the lower' 

.plenum. These molten jets undergo breakup when flowing through water. As the debris jet settles onto 

the lower head, two debris regions are considered, i.e. a particulate debris bed and a continuous layer. 

The continuous region is represented as a central debris region that may, or may not, be molten, a 

peripheral crust (always solid), and an overlying metal layer. A consideration is given to the formation 

of a contact resistance (gap) between the debris and the reactor vessel wall and steel structures under 

specific conditions. Water ingress into this gap determines the energy removal in the gap due to 

boiling. This gap may also increase if the vessel wall experiences material creep. 

6.6 ESCADRE 

The ESCADRE code system, which is being developed at the IPSN of CEA (France), consists 

in the link of several computer codes able to analyze the different aspects of severe accidents in 

PWRs: Within the ESCADRE system, the VULCAIN code has the main objective of computing the 

release of fission products or control rod materials during the severe accident. The different phases of 

core melt progression: eutectic interactions, ceramic melting, relocation of molten core materials onto 

the upper core support plate are computed by the code. The version 6.2 of VULCAIN [52] includes 

also a simplified model to-compute the slumping of the degraded core from the core support plate into 

the lower head. 

In VULCAIN code, the core is represented in a cylindrical geometry with several concentric 

radial rings of equal height. Core' support-structures and, relevant heat exchanges (convection and 

radiation) with these structures are also modeled. The relocation of the melt inside the core is 

' computed separately for the different rings, i.e. movement of material between two adjacent rings is 

not considered. Liquefaction, melting and relocation of core materials result in the progressive 

accumulation of these materials in the lowest core region. Debris bed and molten pool modeling, 

which is not included in the version 6.2 of .the code, will be implemented in the next version 7.0 of 

VULCAIN (part of ESCADRE 1.1 code system). 

The slumping of the degraded core into the lower head is defined by a user criterion. The core 

slumping is assumed to occur when the melt fraction of upper and lower core support plates is greater 

than a user-specified value. The materials which are considered to slump into the lower head are: all 

the liquefied and molten part of the core, a user-specified fraction of the solid part of the core, the 

stainless-steel support structures below the lower core support plate and the molten part of the core 

support plates. 
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In a first stage, the code computes: mass, average temperature and decay heat of the solid and 

liquid phases of the different materials. Subsequently, the code assumes a perfect mixing of slumped 

materials that form a homogeneous corium in the lower head, and calculates total mass, average 

temperature, melting temperature and latent heat of fusion of the corium as well as the total decay 

heat in the lower head. 

6.7 Other Models 

In the following some more mechanistically based models under development at the Ruhr 

University Bochum and at the University of Provence are described. 

MECI (MElt relocation and Coolability In-vessel) is a code currently under development at 

the Department for Nuclear and New Energy Systems (NES) of the Ruhr University Bochum (RUB), 

which is specifically designed for analyses of melt flows with multivalued free surfaces under 

consideration of their cooldown and freezing behavior. Emphasis in modeling lies on the formulation 

of the free surface boundary conditions including effects of surface tension. MECI is based on the 

. Navier-Stokes-Equations for two-dimensional, transient, viscous flows of incompressible fluids. 

These equations are coupled with an energy balance equation addressing possible phase change 

processes (splidification/remelting)-under consideration of the relevant thermal boundary conditions. 

The resulting system of partial differential equations is solved using the SOLA-(SOLution 

Algorithm)-Method [53] in conjunction with the MAC-(Marker-And-Cell)-Method [54,55], which 

allows tracking of the fluid domain by massless marker particles, here referred to as fluid marker 

particles; these are moved with a velocity that is a weighted average of the nearest cell velocities. The 

fluid marker particles are used to identify, those cells of the solution domain which contain fluid. The 

free surface is defined as being somewhere inside those cells which both contain fluid, i.e. fluid 

marker particles, and are adjacent to an empty cell. Since the MAC-Method does not give any details 

. about the exact location, orientation or curvature of the. free surface, it has been extended by 

introducing a second set of massless marker particles (referred to as surface marker particles) in order 

to track the free surface evolution and to. provide high resolutions which are not limited by the grid 

size. Although there is a MECI version also running on cylindrical coordinates; a version for bottom 

head applications, is still under development to be able to treat free surface, melt jet impingement 

phenomena which are investigated within the Core Degradation Project under the Fourth EU 

Framework Programme on Nuclear Fission Safety. 

The finite element Code under development at the University of Provence (Marseille, France) 

is mainly devoted to the computation of incompressible viscous multi-fluids flows on arbitrary 

geometries. The systems that can be considered can be composed of two or more non-miscible fluids 

separated by moving interfaces. Heat transfer is also taken into account in the fluids and in the walls, 

so that solid-liquid phase change interfaces can be thus considered. Nuclear safety application under 

the scope of the code are: (1) corium flow from the molten pool to the lower head via the by-pass 

(modeled in 2D axisymmetric geometry); (2) corium discharge out of the vessel (through a hole); etc. 

Incompressible Navier-Stokes solver is implemented in the code in a primitive variable formulation 

that runs on 2D and 3D geometries. Natural convection is taken into account through the classical two 
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effects: density gradient (Boussinesq approximation) and surface tension gradient (Marangoni effect). 

The heat transfer model is based on the enthalpy formulation of the energy equation in order to be 

able to deal with solid-liquid phase change. A Darcy like term is added in the N.S. equations to 

modelize the flow in the mushy regions. The formulation is fully eulerian using unstructured fixed 

meshes. So the moving interfaces are tracked with a front tracking algorithm, supplemented with a 

local mesh adaptation technique. At each time step the initial mesh is adapted to the interfaces, which 

gives thus an accurate representation of both the material discontinuities and the surface tension 

action. 

In the framework of "Investigation of Core Degradation" project, interesting features of the 

above described models will be examined in order to evaluate their suitability for implementation into 

ICARE2 and KESS codes. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

The investigation of the molten material relocation from a degraded core into the lower 

plenum during a severe accident is an area of substantial uncertainty. The overview of our current 

knowledge of relevant phenomena has pointed out the limited experimental data base available, which 

is reflected in the simplification of models presently incorporated in the severe accident codes. 

Despite the uncertainties which still exist in the analysis of in-core early and late phase core 

melt progression, there is a large experimental data base (additional experimental work is in progress, 

e.g. the PHEBUS-FP program, in France and "the Quench experiments in Germany) to support code 

model development and validation for in-core configurations. Current' uncertainties concern mainly 

quench conditions, burnup effect on degradation and specific interactions between corium and in-core 

structures. More accurate late phase'models under development may allow codes to better estimate the 

composition, size and temperature of the in-core molten fuel pool, the time at which crust failure 

occurs and the consequent slumping of molten material into the lower plenum, depending on the 

considered accident scenarios, and sufficiently well to evaluate plant safety and accident management 

procedures. Sensitivity studies can be used to address uncertainties in this area. 

Once the initial "conditions for melt relocation are reasonably well defined, geometry and 

behavior of the structures below the core (core-support plates, flow distributors) and surrounding the 

core (core baffle, former plates, barrel) should be considered, depending on the specific plant under 

consideration, in order to identify the possible relocation pathways and characterize the melt 

relocation (size and number of melt jets) through core bottom and core by-pass regions, respectively. 

The presence of holes in the structures constitute a preferential way for the melt to flow downward 

and affect the melt jets characteristics. 

Further investigation should be addressed to characterize the composition and thermodynamic 

properties of corium and the molten material interactions with the core support and surrounding 

structures, which may influence the pouring rate and the transfer mode of molten material to the lower 

head of reactor vessel. Models able to deal with these phenomena should be implemented in present 

severe accident codes. This work should be supported by experimental analyses allowing theoretical 

model validation, where the highest uncertainties exist. 

Accident scenarios and boundary conditions examined in this report, as well as specific plant 

features and possible operator recovery actions, have highlighted their significance on the molten 

material transfer mode into the lower plenum and behavior in the lower head of reactor vessel. The 

potential for either coherent or gradual melt scenario in PWR or BWR should be investigated further. 

Generally, gradual melt relocation into the lower plenum is not predicted by the code models (i.e., 

early phase mel relocation results in blockages located in the lower core region, which prevent 

material relocation below the core and enhance the formation and support of molten pools. 

Concerning the consequences of material movement to the lower plenum, the potential for 
steam explosions has been investigated by experimental analyses and through the development of 
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mechanistic models. The importance of metallic content in the melt was recognized. Since steam 

explosions which may cause the failure of the reactor pressure vessel upper head are unlikely, the 

evaluation of molten material transfer mode to the lower plenum is needed to get the proper boundary 

conditions for the lower head failure mode analysis. 

In Tab. 1 the main degradation processes and involved phenomena in molten material 

relocation into the lower plenum are listed, along with the experiments that support our understanding 

(the FARO program could in principle address all the issues related to melt relocation into the lower 

•plenum). There are indications on the areas where our understanding is quite good, those where it is 

insufficiently complete, and the areas where further data is needed. 

Despite the uncertainties on core degradation processes and relocation to the lower plenum 

mentioned above, the general knowledge base has been sufficient to make regulatory decisions 

relating to severe accidents. The use of best estimate calculations, in conjunction with bounding 

calculations, engineering judgment, and systematic probabilistic assessments, have been used when 

the physics of core degradation phenomena are not precisely known. 

The reduction of uncertainties in the. analysis of molten material relocation allows one to 

determine more precisely the characteristics of the debris that accumulate into the lower plenum 

(composition, particle size, porosity, decay heat, etc.), providing more accurate initial and boundary 

conditions for the analysis of the debris behavior in the lower head of the reactor vessel. At present, 

we are not certain about the possibility to describe the melt movement only by purely deterministic 

tools. In that case, the codes could provide some probabilistic permutation for the different melt 

pouring mass, rate, duration or location. 

Reducing uncertainties is also a reasonable objective of additional research where existing 

uncertainties significantly limit the understanding of potential plant behavior and inhibit regulatory 

decisionmaking. . ' . 
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